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Figure 4-108. Porcelain Blue and Red Bull's Eye Marble from Site 7NC-J-224 (#140-2)

Temporally diagnostic artifacts from Site 7NC-J-224 include ceramics, glass, porcelain and nails
(Table 4-56). Pre-1850 historical ceramic types identified at 7NC-J-224 consist of creamware
(n=26), pearlware (n=42) (Figure 4-109), Nottingham Stoneware (n= 1), White Salt-glazed
stoneware (n=3), Staffordshire Slipware (n=I), and JackfieldfJackfield-like wares (n=25).
Albany slipped and Bristol glazed stonewares (n=5) constitute the post- ca.1850 ceramics.
Sixty-three whiteware and ironstone sherds were also recovered, the majority (n=39) being
undecorated. Of the 24 decorated whiteware examples, five are annular, three are hand-painted,
15 are transfer-printed, and one is shell-edged. Four of the transfer-printed specimens are flow
blue; transfer-print colors include blue, brown, and green (Figure 4-110). Three basic methods
of glass manufacture appear within the assemblage: free-blown, blown-in-mold, and automatic
machine-made. A total of 65 non-architectural glass fragments were recovered from 7NC-J-224.
Of this number, three are made by automatic machine-made bottle glass, 28 are mold blown
bottle glass, 4 are free blown bottle glass, 14 are unidentifiable bottle glass, 5 are lamp glass, and
11 are vessel glass. One machine-made glass fragment, three blown-in-mold fragments (Figure
4-110), and three lamp glass fragments are solarized amethyst. Five nails are square-shanked,
either cut or wrought; one each of wire, cut, and wrought were also recovered. Collectively, the
artifact assemblage indicates a late eighteenth through early or mid nineteenth century
occupation.

4.2.7

Spatial Distribution

The distribution of historical artifacts is most pronounced in the southwestern portion of the site
area (Figure 4-103); artifact counts diminish quickly towards the east. The intense clustering of
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Figure 4-109. Painted Pearlware and Printed Whiteware Ceramics from Site 7NC-J-224

Figure 4-110. Solarized Amethyst Blown in Mold Bottle Neck (#109-1) from Site 7NC-J-224
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